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CRAFT is a compact application designed to provide scientists with a user-friendly environment for evaluating the reactivity of
chemical compounds. The program allows you to create a database with compound formulas and reaction types in order to assess
the biodegradation of the specified compounds. The program includes an extendible knowledge base that can be configured with
custom models and rules. The CRAFT Editor provides you with the graphical interface required to explore and insert new items
in the database. Note: The program can be used in a commercial context but any use must be compliant with the LGPL version
2.1 license terms. CRAFT was developed by Molecular Networks GmbH on behalf of the European Commission’s Joint
Research Centre, Ispra, Italy. Copyright 2008 European Union. CRAFT Description: CRAFT is a compact application designed
to provide scientists with a user-friendly environment for evaluating the reactivity of chemical compounds. The program allows
you to create a database with compound formulas and reaction types in order to assess the biodegradation of the specified
compounds. The program includes an extendible knowledge base that can be configured with custom models and rules. The
CRAFT Editor provides you with the graphical interface required to explore and insert new items in the database. Note: The
program can be used in a commercial context but any use must be compliant with the LGPL version 2.1 license terms. CRAFT
was developed by Molecular Networks GmbH on behalf of the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre, Ispra, Italy.
Copyright 2008 European Union. CRAFT Description: CRAFT is a compact application designed to provide scientists with a
user-friendly environment for evaluating the reactivity of chemical compounds. The program allows you to create a database
with compound formulas and reaction types in order to assess the biodegradation of the specified compounds. The program
includes an extendible knowledge base that can be configured with custom models and rules. The CRAFT Editor provides you
with the graphical interface required to explore and insert new items in the database. Note: The program can be used in a
commercial context but any use must be compliant with the LGPL version 2.1 license terms. CRAFT was developed by
Molecular Networks GmbH on behalf of the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre, Ispra, Italy. Copyright 2008
European Union. CRAFT Description: CRAFT is a compact application designed to provide scientists with a user-friendly
environment for evaluating the react
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The CRAFT application allows you to manage your chemical compound data in a flexible way by providing a user-friendly
environment for evaluating the reactivity of chemical compounds. This tool allows you to create a database of chemical
compounds to evaluate their biodegradation potential. Key features: • Database and file browser: It is possible to add, view, sort
and search through your chemical compounds using the database. • Reactions and Compound details: It is possible to insert a
reaction type and list out the compound data associated with this reaction type. • Customizable Knowledge Base: The knowledge
base of CRAFT can be used with the modification of custom models and rules. • Working Environment: Open- and closed-box
systems can be integrated for storing and monitoring the contents of the library. • Drag and Drop: It is possible to use the drop-
and-move method to drag the items in the database. • CRC-32 Checksum Validation: CRC-32 checksums can be used to validate
the integrity of the data. • User-Defined Formulas: All items in the database can be entered as simple text that are used by the
application. • High-Performance: CRAFT supports the parallel processing of a large number of items. • Carbon Accounting:
CRAFT tracks the carbon accounting of the products and the reactants during the transformation of the compound. • Easy-to-
Read Data Table Format: The format of the data table is easy-to-read. • Methods and Compounds: The CRAFT application
provides you with descriptions of the methods and compounds. • Searching: It is possible to search in the database by compound
or method name. • Clean and Free: CRAFT is a compact application that can be used without any restrictions. • Scheduler: It is
possible to define a complex schedule for the database. • Internal File Processing: The application contains tools that can be used
to convert standard compound file formats into CRAFT format. • The information about the compounds and methods in the
database can be used to estimate the biodegradation potential of the compounds that are within the list of the database. • It is
possible to export the content of the database into a graphical file format with the default tools. • A number of statistical
parameters are used to help in the identification of the biodegradable compounds. • It is possible to open the database files with
the default tools. • The item ‘Database’ 09e8f5149f
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chemical_info.py import subprocess as sp import os import shutil import sys from distutils.dir_util import copy_tree class
ChemicalInfo: def __init__(self, name=None): self.chemical_name = name if not name: name = self.chemical_name self.chd_id
= None self.mgi_id = None self.l1p_id = None self.l2p_id = None self.sdf_file = None self.reaction_file = None self.db = None
self.types = None self.models = None self.rules = None self.knowledge = None self.chdf_file = None if name: self.l1p_id =
self.build_l1p_id(name) if self.l1p_id: self.reaction_file = self.build_reaction_file(self.l1p_id) self.l2p_id =
self.build_l2p_id(self.l1p_id) if self.l2p_id: self.chemical_name = self.build_chemical_name(self.l1p_id, self.l2p_id)

What's New in the CRAFT?

CRAFT is a compact application designed to provide scientists with a user-friendly environment for evaluating the reactivity of
chemical compounds. The program allows you to create a database with compound formulas and reaction types in order to assess
the biodegradation of the specified compounds. The program includes an extendible knowledge base that can be configured with
custom models and rules. The CRAFT Editor provides you with the graphical interface required to explore and insert new items
in the database. Note: The program can be used in a commercial context but any use must be compliant with the LGPL version
2.1 license terms. Download: ( All software is provided free of charge. Redistribution is unlimited. Research for atomic decay
events, scaling factors, adjustable decay times, power law decay functions, as well as custom solutions are part of the application.
CRAFT features: - A database with compound formulas and reaction types (Chemical Markup Language - v0.8) - Database:
Create multiple compound/reaction databases - Database back-up - Extended Database model with rulebased validation -
Database knowledgebase can be configured - Database output in.csv - Database output with reactions per reaction type (in.csv
format) - Database output in.rdf - Database output in HTML format - Database output in ABBR - Database output in JSON -
Database output in XML - Entity relationship diagrams - Keep track of all kinds of reactions in one database - Search and sort all
database columns - Identification of biodegradable compounds based on predefined reaction types - Multiple reaction types and
corresponding rules per compound - Import of reaction types from SMARTS string - Import of reaction types from molfile -
Support for ASTM E1720 - Support for DIN EN 13751 - Support for IUPAC - Support for the Chemical Markup Language
(CML) - Possibility to activate hidden functionality in the database - Possibility to activate hidden functionality in the editor -
Possibility to activate the export functionality in the database - Support for dictionaries - Integration of Pal, RDKit and
MOLGEN library - 3D visualization of Molecular Objects - File Transfer from local or network path - Support for self-signed
encryption certificates - Support for local signing of certificates - Possibility to create special calculations
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System Requirements For CRAFT:

*Nvidia 970,980,980,1150,1170,1180,1250,1270,1280,1300,1400,1650,1660,1680,1700,1750,1770,1780 *AMD Radeon RX
460,470,480,480e,490,470r,590,560,570,570e,580,570,570e,580,560,570,570e,580,570,580e,590 *AMD Radeon RX
570,580,580e
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